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Discover the rewards of uniting two of the Catholic Church’s most beloved devotions. 
In this new booklet, Shane Kapler provides 20 reflections demonstrating the riches 
that flow from interspersing our praying of the decades of the Rosary with the Divine 
Mercy Chaplet. By marrying the two together in this way, the mysteries of the Rosary 
reveal the Cross’s relationship to every aspect of our Lord’s life, and the Chaplet 
becomes a means for joining Mary at the foot of her Son’s Cross and invoking God’s 
mercy upon ourselves and our world.

In Memorize the Mass! Dr. Vost applies the powerful methods of the Catholic art of memory 
once more to all the parts and rites of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, both in the Novus 
Ordo or Ordinary Form and in the Extraordinary Form or Traditional Latin Mass. Readers 
will learn not merely how to memorize facts and repeat them like a parrot, but to come to 
know the names, the sequence, and the meanings of both forms of the Roman Rite of the 
Mass like a rational human being made in God’s image and likeness with an intellect and a 
will, and they will learn to engrave each and every one of those rites upon the tablets of 
their hearts, knowing them literally forward and backward! Do you want to know and love 
the Mass as if your life depended on it? (For in a real sense, it sure does for us all!) Then 
open up Memorize the Mass! and begin to participate in the celebration of Christ’s Real 
Presence before us in a way you may not have imagined before.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.95  |  Hardcover: $27.95 

eBook: $3.99  |  Paperback: $11.95  |  Hardcover: $18.95 

The Magisterium of the Catholic Church teaches that Mary, the Mother of 
God, is a grace-filled, flesh and blood woman, who unsurpassingly loves 
each of us by name. Mary, the Beloved, affirms that teaching, providing a 
theological and philosophical portraiture of our Heavenly Mother 
that plunges both heart and intellect deeply into her mystery. It's not simply 
to teach doctrine that this book was written, but to introduce the reader to a 
real Lady who will fill their hearts.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.95  |  Hardcover: $27.95



Volume 1
This book’s chief aim is novel and radical: to reunite philosophy, science, 
and wisdom (which had initially been separated several centuries ago by 
René Descartes) through a synthesis of two new interpretations, one of the 
nature of ancient Greek philosophy and science, and, two, of the 
metaphysical teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas about philosophy and 
science.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99  |  Hardcover: $32.99

Nothing short of a metaphysical disturbance and metaphysical revolution of the highest 
order can resolve the West’s and the world’s current cultural, political, and civilizational 
problems. Dr. Redpath’s contribution to resolving this metaphysical crisis has been chiefly 
to add to the vision of his mentors the dimension that the only way to reunite science and 
wisdom is through uniting philosophy and science, and the only way to reunite philosophy 
and science is through a new interpretation of Western intellectual history, especially that of 
the nature of ancient philosophy and of the teachings of St. Thomas. in this second volume, 
he has sought chiefly to consider essential implications regarding the nature of the reunion 
between philosophy and science and the teachings of St. Thomas. 

Through a radical reinterpretation of classical philosophy as an organizational 
psychology, The Moral Psychology of St. Thomas: An Introduction to Ragamuffin 
Ethics just as radically reinterprets St. Thomas Aquinas’s moral teaching to be a 
behavioristic psychology chiefly designed to synthesize right reason and right 
pleasure to help a person excel at living life as a whole. In the process of so doing, 
this work demonstrates how the skill of prudential living is a necessary condition for 
becoming a grand master of leadership in any and every profession.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99  |  Hardcover: $32.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $43.99  |  Hardcover: $64.99
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For the past several decades, there has been a notable rise in claims of apparitions, visions 
and messages from heaven. This growth has often led to confusion and sensationalism 
among the Catholic faithful. Refractions of Light: 201 Answers on Apparitions, Visions and the 
Catholic Church seeks to address this situation using an easy-to-read Q&A format designed 
for a broad audience. It does not shy away from controversial topics, reaching into the 
relevant Church documents, which it includes in its appendices, to address them. Kevin 
Symonds’ book is a must-read for anyone seeking to understand how we come to know when 
heaven is reaching out to us.

Atheism is in revival. Many in the 21st Century lack a belief in a supernatural Creator. This 
requires an emboldened response from those who also live by faith, doing what God has 
called them to do, and not through their five senses alone (2 Corinthians 5:7). As Pope 
Benedict XVI said in his January 9, 2013, audience, “The event of the Incarnation, of God 
who became man, like us, shows us the daring realism of divine love.” Those of us who 
‘see’ that daring realism are called to share it with others, and that is the idea behind this 
book called Catholic Realism. As Catholics, we can share a response based on revelation 
and interpreted by the Magisterium, but that will not satisfy the atheist. A philosophical 
response is a necessary pre-evangelization tool. This book is designed to assist the 
everyday evangelist in developing such a tool.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.99 

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.99 

This is Dr. Suzanne Jamail's private journal, written during a difficult period of her life. The 
economy was poor, business was slow. The recession ravaged her private practice as a clinical 
psychologist. Thrown overboard into a sea of unknown, unstable, and unrest, she was plagued 
with thoughts of "going under" but in her heart, she believed her situation would turn around. In 
2013, her office building finally sold. It was located in Flint, Michigan, the crime capital of the 
United States. It sold for the price of a fully loaded compact car. The financial loss only served to 
fuel the tidal wave of disempowering thoughts that tormented her. Giving up wasn't an option 
while it frequently crossed her mind. Surely heaven understood her condition. So, she decided to 
say yes to life expecting God's favor to lift her above her personal challenges. 

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.95  |  Hardcover: $18.95
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In the past the word grief was used only to describe the sorrow of loss through 
death. Nowadays pain coming from other kinds of losses such as rejection and 
divorce are also seen to involve grieving. Even though Weeping with Jesus is 
not designed to help with such forms of grief, what you read could help you 
encounter the personal love of Jesus for you in any kind of heartbreak.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.99

Dr. Ronda Chervin’s Healing of Rejection with the Help of the Lord: A Survivor’s 
Guide was written to help others move out of the disordered bondings that so often 
accompany rejection. The reader will come to know six people indulging in seemingly 
harmless fantasies; suffering the anxieties that come when they want more from others 
than anyone can deliver; and then experiencing despair when relationships capsize. 
Only when Dr. Ronda’s heroes and heroines surrender to God will the temptations to 
disordered cycles will be overcome and real tender love, sustained by ongoing 
forgiveness, will be the victor.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.99

The Bereavement Miracles program was designed to play a quintessential role 
in evangelizing the “spirit of  mission” to individuals who are suffering from the 
death of a loved one by relating eternal realities in a systematic program/
approach that integrates understanding of human sorrow to the nature of divine 
love and renewal

Paperback: $16.99
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How to Flourish in a Fallen World, by Donald DeMarco, engages the reader in an 
understanding of our common human nature and the problems it faces in a culture 
that actively pursues, to put it in Saint John Paul II’s terms, a freedom of indifference 
over a freedom for excellence. Dr. DeMarco’s conclusion is a simple one: “We can 
flourish in a fallen world by taking advantage of the many gifts that are available to us 
while living within the truth of our being.” In a world of complex problems, it is 
refreshing to know that such a simple solution is available to us – we merely have to 
live the truth in love, and we’ll find that we restore by so doing mankind to his proper 
state.

This book illustrates how ten different factors can improve our appreciation 
of life: Evolution prepares it, Meaning justifies it, Love enhances it, Truth 
directs it, Freedom crowns it, Virtue strengthens it, Sexuality promotes it, 
Marriage shelters it, Gratitude honors it, and Christmas celebrates it.

This book is a story of the unfolding triumph of Christian happiness as a philosophy 
of life – from its’ ancient Greek roots and principles in “the master of those who 
know” - Aristotle, through its medieval flourishing in the sparkling syntheses of the 
Angelic Doctor, St. Thomas Aquinas, to the application of the Dominican saint’s 
penetrating vision to leisure and worship by a prominent twentieth century Thomist 
pilgrim, Josef Pieper. Pope John Paul II’s encyclicals continue the threads in this 
little tapestry of reason redeemed, offered for today’s Christian in the heart of the 
world.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.95

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $17.95
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En Route Books and Media has reprinted Ronda Chervin and 
Lois Janis’ book Voyage to Insight with fresh, exciting graphics. 
Seeking truth but not sure where it is? Or you have a philosophy 
of life but you’re not sure how to convey it to others? Voyage to 
Insight provides a creative and insightful way to reach your goal. 
In an extended analogy to a sea voyage, you will learn about 
how different thinkers think about the Captain of the Ship (the 
human person); Navigating with logic, experience, or faith; the 
Shipwreck of skepticism and despair; the Sun of God and the 
Enchanted Islands of beauty, love and mysticism. Finally, you get 
to work out your ethics on a Utopian Island!

Spirituality for All Times is offered in the hope that it will 
inspire those who seek a deeper union with God. The 
authors have chosen to offer short selections to enable 
the reader to wade in from the shallow end of the pool, 
so to speak, until they are comfortable enough to take 
their feet off the bottom and swim toward the deeper 
end – someday reading whole books by the same 
writers. A brief review of the table of contents will 
convey to the reader a specific concept underlying 
Catholic spirituality: one size doesn’t fit all!

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $18.99eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

A reprint of Dr. Ronda’s The Way of Love: The Battle for Inner 
Transformation, this new edition under a new subtitle puts back in 
front of the world the nature of human love alongside human 
passion as told from the perspective of a woman who has deeply 
experienced both.All of us hope that others think of us 
as loving persons. But do we really have nothing but love in our 
hearts: how about anger, anxiety, despair, annoyance, the blahs…? 
Learn from Dr. Ronda’s The Way of Love how to understand 
different types of love, how to overcome obstacles to love with the 
grace of God, and how to make loving moral decisions. Respond to 
the challenge of becoming more loving day by day as a spiritual 
marathon runner.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $18.95
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This is a book on what is perhaps the most burning and urgent of social issues of 
our times, namely, the relationship between the science of Economics and Ethics. 
It demonstrates that the modern view has reversed the true relationship and that it 
is a mistake of enormous practical significance, not unrelated to the vicissitudes 
that the modern economy has experienced in the past and, now worldwide, is 
undergoing at the present time. To regain the proper perspective on the 
relationship, we need to recover the practical wisdom of two of the geniuses of 
Ethics in the history of that study: Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas.

As with every great philosopher and theologian, the thought of St. Thomas 
Aquinas, though perhaps the clearest expressed of all, has inevitably been subject 
to a variety of interpretations. There is one interpretation that leans to a naturalist/
rationalist (secularist) interpretation of his thought. That one is well-recognized 
today. There is, however, another interpretation so strongly opposed to this 
extreme that it tends to fall into the other error of supernaturalism/ fideism. In this 
book, hopefully following not only the thought of St. Thomas but also his method, 
the author has tried only to draw particular attention to this latter error.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.95

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $17.95

The reciprocal relationship between faith and reason has been a constant theme in 
Catholic intellectual history, and it explains why the Catholic intellectual tradition is 
so rich, strong and full, perhaps unlike anything else in the world. In his 
famous Regensburg address and elsewhere, Pope Benedict XVI stressed the 
perennial relevance of Pope John Paul II‘s encyclical Fides et Ratio (Faith and 
Reason) and the need for Faith to purify Reason, and for Reason to purify Faith. 
The question is how to make this happen and why it has become necessary more 
than ever to stress their connection and mutual relevance. Let this book be your 
guide in answering the many questions you might have.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $18.95
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Today, many specializations within the field of political science identify it 
particularly as a social science, and these are namely political theory, 
government and politics, comparative politics, international relations, 
political economy, public administration, and public policy. This text book, 
which has a special emphasis on US politics, introduces students to the 
study of politics as a social science according to these categories, 
integrating into its introduction a philosophical dimension resonant with our 
Catholic faith.

This book traces the history of East and South East Asia from ancient 
times to modern times. In the process, the reader is introduced to the 
various cultures, philosophies and religions from these two regions of 
Asia. Throughout the journey, continual reference is made to Catholic 
thought that is centered on Jesus who was born of a Western Asian 
woman, Mary. 

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

East and South East Asian History studies the historical development of countries 
that make up East Asia (China, Taiwan, Japan, Mongolia, North Korea, South 
Korea) and countries that make up South East Asia (Vietnam, Cambodia, Brunei, 
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, East 
Timor). Although each of these countries and each region has a unique identity, 
they also share common philosophies, customs, and practices. To bring out what 
the countries participate in common, we will study them together while respecting 
their uniqueness. We begin with Asian pre-history and conclude with modern 
East Asia.
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eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

Catholic Church History: Pre-Christian to Modern Times presents how the Catholic Church 
developed in time, from her earliest days up until modern times. Repeatedly the reader will 
encounter Christ’s mystical presence extended through time by the Church as His body. 
The various aspects of the Church, such as prefigured, persecuted, mother, teacher, 
shepherd, and prophet, all are touched upon as the reader reads the Church’s history. 
While presenting the Church in her full splendor and holiness in her pilgrim state on earth, 
borrowing words from the International Theological Commission, her “maternal solidarity” as 
she “assum[es] the weight of her children’s faults in maternal solidarity” are also discussed.

Western Civilization from Prehistorical Times to the Protestant 
Reformationdemonstrates how Western Civilization owes a debt of gratitude to 
three ancient civilizations: Jewish, Greek and Roman. The first half of this book 
studies each of these civilizations to show how they contributed to western 
belief, thought, and practice. The second half begins with early Christianity and 
ends with the fragmentation of the West in the 1300s-1500s.

Western Civilization from the End of the Renaissance to Modern Times presents 
the history of Western Civilization from the end of the Renaissance to Modern and 
the so-called Post-Modern Times. Topics include the limiting of monarchies, the 
development of western science, revolutions (political and other), nationalism, 
imperialism, totalitarianism and other isms, World Wars, the Cold War, Post-
Modernism, and the present multi-centric world. Integrated within these topics are 
selections and discussions of artistic/cultural expressions that represent these 
various times.
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eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $35.00

Marian Devotion and Theology surveys the historical development by the Holy Spirit through the 
Church of Marian belief and devotion. How Mary was prepared and foreshadowed in the Old 
Testament is followed by her presence on earth as revealed in the New Testament. Then, the 
development of Marian doctrines and devotional practices is systematically presented. We begin by 
studying the early development of Marian theology in the Patristic age, which was followed by the 
Medieval flowering of Marian theology. Ecclesial discussions on Marian doctrine shortly before, during 
and after the Second Vatican Council are also presented. The subsequent three chapters focus on 
Marian doctrines in relationship to heresy and ecclesiology. The book ends by applying Marian belief 
to practice of the Catholic faith and with an appreciative gaze on Marian apparitions.

For several decades, there has been much discussion on the famous third 
part of the secret of Fátima. Kevin J. Symonds has performed some 
groundbreaking research on the matter in his latest book On the Third Part of 
the Secret of Fátima. In this centennial year of Fátima, many of the faithful 
are renewing their interest in or discovering for the first time the message of 
Our Lady of Fátima. On the Third Part of the Secret of Fátima is not an 
introductory book, but will be an excellent source for people already familiar 
with the topic.

Catholic Apologetics teaches a budding apologist how to effectively 
witness to and defend the faith. We begin with a presentation of virtues an 
apologist is to embody, which includes both moral and intellectual virtues. 
The reader is taught how to use basic logic, rational argumentation, and 
non-rational argumentation to further the Good News of Jesus Christ. 
Apologetic topics that are presented include God’s existence, the presence 
of evil, faith and science, Christ’s divinity and resurrection, sola scriptura, 
the Eucharist, the Papacy, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Communion of 
Saints, Mormonism, Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam.



International priests have served the 
Roman Catholic Church in the United 
States since its inception. With 
congregations consisting largely of 
immigrants or Spanish and French 
speaking Catholics absorbed by the 
expansion of US territory, it was only 
natural that the clergy reflected the 
remarkable mixture of ethnicities in the 
Church. New communities lacked the 
‘home-grown’ vocations of more 
established communities, and the nascent 
Church needed to recruit or welcome 
priests and religious from other countries 
and cultures. It is for these priests and 
their missionary zeal that this book came 
to be.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $22.99

The vocation to the priesthood does not simply 
entail doing specific actions that only priests can 
perform. Being a priest essentially means being 
grounded in a unique identity, participating in the 
headship of Christ. More specifically, this means 
priests are to understand themselves in a relational 
way, as fathers, brothers, bridegrooms, and 
disciples. This book presents a relational 
understanding of the priesthood in two parts. Part 
one reflects on the mystery of the priesthood from 
the perspective of father. Part two reflects on the 
priesthood from the viewpoint of bridegroom. In 
these sections, what Revelation teaches regarding 
priests as fathers, brothers, bridegrooms and 
disciples is presented and clarified by Catholic 
wisdom throughout the ages, including from 
modern times.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $19.99
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St. Paul prays with ardent desire that “the eyes of our understanding would 
be enlightened, that we might know what is the hope of the risen Jesus’ 
calling, and what are the riches of the glory of his inheritance” (Eph 1:18). 
This book contains glimpses of the riches of God’s glory. Seminarians offer 
a brief understanding of foundations in Christian Spirituality while reflecting 
upon selected topics in Fr. Xavier Leon-Du Four’s seminal work 
entitled Dictionary of Biblical Theology. Through the art of sharing witness 
stories, the truth and beauty of Jesus’ active loving is unveiled, and we are 
invited to see with new eyes.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.95

I was spiritually dead, despite all the things I was doing with my life. I don't 
think there's a worse death that can happen to any human being. Now I 
have a Life beyond my dreams. Full of Miracles, Poetry, and Locutions. 
This book demonstrates how you can experience this, too!

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.95

Is bioethics a technical specialization or a profound expression of human being? 
Wonderfully answering this question, the book is beautifully enriched by eight 
Forewords. Beginning again and again, Etheredge searches old and new sources 
that help us to understand who we are: both personally and objectively – gazing 
into the mysterious depths of human personhood. Why are we “from” 
relationship, “in” relationship and “for” relationship? He then goes on to explore 
the specific difficulties that make it urgent that we formally recognize that the gift 
of human being founds our equal dignity before God and each other.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $35.00
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Education is foundational to the development of souls. 99 Ways to Teach Like 
the Master is a journey into the instructive techniques of Jesus. By learning 
from the Master, we can learn better how to communicate and impart 
knowledge to others. Whether it is for the teacher of a small classroom, a large 
symposium, or a home school parent, T.J.’s insight into the teaching style of 
Christ is one of a kind and proves to be a useful resource to any teacher.

Raising Kids with a Healthy Body Image: A Guide for Catholic Parents is the 
unique approach to the body image crisis that impacts many children. From a 
young age, our kids are under immense pressure from a variety of sources that 
can determine the value of their bodies. But God has something to say about this 
as well. Pope John Paul II’s wonderful teaching known as Theology of the Body is 
the book’s guiding force, and along with Scripture and the Church’s Sacraments, 
this book is an excellent parenting tool to guide your child so they see the worth of 
their bodies as designed by our Creator. In addition, this book discusses the 
numerous causes of a poor body image and includes chapters on how to instill 
fitness and sound nutrition into your family life.

eBook: $8.99  |  Paperback: $11.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.95

Author Francis Canavan S.J.’s appeal extends well beyond the intelligentsia. 
For more than twenty-five years, he contributed to the catholic eye newsletter, 
making his wisdom accessible to the ordinary person in the pew. Fun Is Not 
Enough collects all the prophetic insights catholic eye readers loved, so that 
Canavan may inspire a new generation with his contributions to contemporary 
debates on religious and political liberty, the dignity of human life, and the 
nature of marriage.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.95
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Healing Meditations from the 
Gospel of St. John is about 
recovering who we are . . . 
our true selves. Simply put, 
the true self is the self that 
God wants us to be, what 
Kierkegaard called God’s 
prophesy for each person, 
gifts, potentialities, 
feelings . . . all that our 

Paperback: $9.99

Seeking Christ in the 
Crosses & Joys of Aging is 
a refreshing and inspiring 
look at a period of your life 
‘en route to eternity’ where 
Jesus awaits you in a new 
way. A perfect gift also for 
family and friends as they 
turn 60

Paperback: $9.99

Reading the Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan, Ronda was moved by the 
‘everywoman’ quality of that montage of memoirs of Chinese-American 
women. Years later, while patching together a quilt for her bed and 
thinking about how the quilting bee had become a literary symbol, 
suddenly the two images came together. Why not assemble a book of 
memoirs of women she knew, using squares of fabric as the device? She 
would invite friends of many backgrounds to let the memory of particular 
pieces of fabric call up the feelings they had about incidents in the 
different stages of their lives. This book is just that kind of literary quilt.

Paperback: $9.99

From the journals of Ronda De Sola Chervin (written between 1977-1996), 
this autobiographical book explores a life of love and loss from a widow, 
mother, grandmother, professor of philosophy and theology, an 
international speaker and author of some forty-five books (at the time of 
writing) about Catholic living.

Paperback: $9.99
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Five steps to help people overcome uncontrolled or over-reactive 
anger. Steps include admitting being angry person: identifying the 
anger: physical, psychological and spiritual perspectives about 
causes of the bad kind of anger: dealing with anger day by day: and 
letting Jesus bring the lion to lie down with the lamb. 
(workbook – 59 pp.)

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $15.00

These memorable quotes of the saints and hundreds more are uniquely 
organized by theme in this uplifting treasury. In each chapter, you follow a 
particular theme and journey with the saints as they provide just the right 
word of wisdom or encouragement in wrestling with doubt and triumph in 
faith – in experiencing a range of emotion, including sadness and joy, anger 
and peace, courage and fear. Brief introductions to each chapter provide a 
couple of stories from the lives of saints that model the journey for 
us. Quotable Saints is an inspiring treasury for devotional reading and an 
invaluable reference for teachers and pastors, at home or in the office.

Paperback: $9.99

Miscarriage, depression, breast cancer, abuse, divorce, addiction, and other specific personal, 
chronic problems touch the lives of many Catholic women. While expert advice is plentiful, what 
so many women want is not the words of professionals but the comfort that comes from knowing 
that someone else has suffered the same struggles and has been able to find God in the midst of 
the storm. Holding Hands with God provides that comfort. A compilation of stories about pain and 
redemption, this is a woman-to-woman approach of personal witness. Each of the contributors 
shares the painful realities of her life, but she shares more than that: she shares the ways God 
has reached her to give new insights into the nature of her cross and to provide her with comfort, 
acceptance, and peace.These inspiring stories from women of all ages and all walks of life are 
sure to encourage you to brave your own suffering by ‘holding hands with God’ in the darkness.

Paperback: $9.99
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Reporting Catholic news as it happens, when it happens, and before it happens, Eye of 
the Tiber has been delighting readers online since 2012. Now, it provides a book that can 
be thrown! The only news source brave enough to report stories like Pope Francis’ 
midnight shift position at McDonalds, or Lila Rose going undercover as a fetus, Eye of 
the Tiber is the hilarious Catholic satire site that leaves no issue untouchable, ‘breaking 
Catholic news so you don’t have to’. S.C. Naoum created EOTT in 2011 and has gained 
a loyal and confident following of many different Catholic personalities. In his debut 
title, Eye of the Tiber: The Book,S.C. brings readers a collection of lesser known Catholic  
headlines including over 60 new stories and many of his favorites from the past.

St. Robert Bellarmine (1542-1621) was a prolific author of the 
Counter Reformation and great defender of the Catholic Church. 
This book tells the story of the great saint who went from obscure 
title to become one of the most famous saints of his time.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.95  |  Hardcover $27.95

eBook: $5.99  |  Paperback: $12.95

In prior generations of great faith and great prayer; it was fairly common 
for people to excitedly share with each other about the many personal 
miracles which each person noticed each day. Unfortunately, our current 
civilization has become somewhat NUMB to the presence of God and to all 
of the daily miracles which God, our friend, still sends to each one of us 
every day. 

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $14.95
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As Pope Francis point’s out in The Joy of the Gospel, “If we want to 
advance in the spiritual life, then, we must constantly be 
missionaries.” Adventures in the Father’s Joy! provides the reader with 
concrete, inspirational examples of how a person is spiritualized 
through the gift of evangelization and missionary outreach. These 
mission adventures will illuminate and put “flesh” on the “spirit-filled” 
principles of mission and evangelization presented in Pope Francis’ 
document on the new evangelization (Evangelii Gaudium). These 
“adventures in the Father’s joy” are not just for Church 
“professionals”… every baptized Christian will discover in them a well-
spring of joy and inspiration!

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $12.95

In a world where so many people are looking for a way out . . . an 
escape . . . and finding only pain and disillusionment, The Prayer of 
Jesus Crucified offers an authentic solution . . . a ‘way in,’ as it were; 
an entrance into what St. John of the Cross called “silent 
love” (contemplative prayer). The Catechism of the Catholic 
Church teaches that “Contemplation is a gaze of faith, fixed on 
Jesus.” This book will guide the reader into the loving ‘gaze’ of Jesus 
where . . . “you will find rest for your souls” (Mt 11:29)

En un mundo donde tanta gente está buscando una salida… una 
manera de escapar… y encontrando solo dolor y desilusión, La 
Oración de Jesús Crucificado ofrece una solución autentica… una 
forma de entrar en lo que San Juan de La Cruz llamo “amor 
silencioso” (oración contemplativa). El Catecismo de la Iglesia 
Católico ensena que, “La contemplación es una mirada de fe, 
fijada en Jesús.” Este libro guiará al lector hacia la “mirada” 
amorosa de Jesús, donde… “encontrarás descanso para tus 
almas” (Mt  11,29)

EN ESPAÑOLeBook: $7.95  |  Paperback: $7.95
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    So what kind of a title is that Hmmph! The Sisters Karamazov? 
So you think you’re a female Dostoevsky? Isn’t that more than a 
little arrogant?”
    Let me explain. The idea for writing this fictionalized account of 
my life came in this way. A friend of mine once announced proudly: 
“I’m reading the famous Brothers Karamazov by Dostoevsky.” “You 
may not believe it,” I replied grinning, “but Karamazov was my 
mother’s maiden name!”
    In this way begins the rollicking fictionalized autobiography of 3 
generations of sisters living in the USA but of Russian-Jewish 
ancestry. An enmeshment of drama-queens, a psychologist might 
describe it. A story of redemption, a theologian might describe it. 
How will you, my reader, describe it?

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $18.99

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $18.95

First century Christianity and present-day musical aspirations meet 
in the story of a miracle table built by the grandfather of Jesus 
Christ.  The table is placed in the hands of a Centurion named 
Cornelius following the death of the Messiah. Given the title 
of table bearer and a mission, Cornelius begins a history of bringing 
peace to those who encounter the table, a mission that will be 
sustained for over two thousand years.  In the later years of that 
mission, the table and its current bearer, an autistic young man 
named Anthony, encounter Michael Fortunato.  At the very moment 
of his breakthrough in the music industry, Michael loses the only 
thing that really mattered to him, his wife Debbie. The loss sends 
Michael into the center of darkness which he seemingly can’t 
escape.  That is until he meets Anthony, a table, and a story that is 
over two thousand years old.
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Jesus is the only person in the history of the world whose biography was 
known before he was born! He wanted everyone on earth to know of this 
miraculous Old Testament portrait of himself (Luke 24:27), and that is the 
starting point for this book.

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $18.95

Fr. Jeffrey “Skip” Thompson, MSA, a Missionary of the Holy Apostles, 
has created an intellectually stimulating and visually delightful photo-
documentary of his experiences in Israel during an intercultural study 
tour sponsored by Holy Apostles College & Seminary in conjunction 
with the Jerusalem Center for Biblical Studies from December 27, 2011, 
to January 10, 2012. Over the course of the journey, which begins in 
Galilee and ends inside of Christ’s tomb, Fr. Thompson shows us what 
can be seen in a two-week tour of the Holy Lands. These images will 
ignite a fire under anyone contemplating such a pilgrimage. This photo 
book should be downloaded onto the mobile devices of anyone who is 
heading that way or who desires one day to do so.

eBook: $9.99  |  Hardcover: $39.99

This book traces the Eucharist through the entire Bible: from Genesis to 
the Book of Revelation

eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $16.95



Catalog produced by:
eBook: $9.99  |  Paperback: $30.00

Minor Setback or Major Disaster? presents the history of minor 
seminaries from the concept’s inception following the sixteenth-
century Council of Trent’s mandate for a new training method for 
the Catholic priesthood up to the present.  It describes the 
function and purpose of the “minor seminary,” which initially 
corresponded to the four high school and two junior college years 
a young man preparing for the Catholic priesthood would 
participate in prior to his six years at a “major seminary.”

eBook: $9.99  |  Hardcover: $9.99

Have you ever wanted to promote your Catholic faith by sharing 
books with others? How about by selling books to others on the 
cheap? How about by going all out and building the world’s 
LARGEST second-hand, Catholic bookstore? Bruce Mac Vicar 
shows you in five easy steps how to set up the organizational 
structure to make your dream a reality, walking you through the 
process of setting up, creating a support network and steady 
stream of incoming books, and moving your stock into the avid 
hands of the faithful (and not-yet-so-faithful) persons seeking a 
greater understanding of their relationship with God and man. If 
you’re a Catholic looking for a lifelong, faith-filled and faith-
sustaining project, this book is for you.



Lost in Peter’s Tomb is the first book in a series of mystery 
adventures designed to present the stories of the saints in an 
intriguing and educational manner. Set in modern Italy, the stories 
follow a brother and sister in their adventures with their Aunt, who 
is a special agent for the Pope. In this first adventure, Sister 
Philomena and the children track an intruder in St. Peter’s Basilica 
and help recover the missing relics of St. Peter, all the while 
learning about St. Peter’s life. Children will be introduced to Italian 
words and phrases, learn about the Vatican and Italian lifestyles, 
as well as famous places and works of art in Italy.

Luigi, a desperately poor man, breaks into the Basilica of Saint 
Francis in Assisi, Italy, to steal something of great value. Thus 
begins another Adventure with Sister Philomena, Special Agent to 
the Pope. Eager to assist their aunt and find clues, Sister 
Philomena’s niece and nephew explore the basilica, study its 
frescos, sneak into the tomb of Saint Francis, wander through the 
hill town of Assisi, and more... Every once in a while they spot a 
wolf, hear its howl or feel its presence. Is it real or a spirit? Good or 
evil? What is it trying to tell them? Woven into this great tale of 
adventure are the personal stories of Saint Francis and Saint Clare 
and the sights and sounds of Assisi.

The 30 pieces of silver that Judas was paid for betraying Jesus were 
found in Israel. The Franciscan monks of Jerusalem sent the coins 
to the Vatican Museums for authentication and safekeeping – but 
then they disappeared! The Holy Father naturally must call upon his 
special agent, Sister Philomena, to find them. The search for the 
coins leads Sister Philomena, Riley, and Delaney on a harrowing 
ride through Rome with that crazy Sister Lisa Renee at the wheel. In 
the hunt for the coins, the reader gets to visit some of the great 
Basilicas of Rome and discover the many relics of the Passion of 
Jesus that are preserved in the basilicas.

Even nuns get to take a holiday! After all the investigations Sister 
Philomena’s conducted this summer, she needs one. In this adventure, Sister 
Philomena, her niece, Delaney, and nephew, Riley, are invited to Siena, Italy, 
for the famous Palio horse race and festival. Their vacation plans abruptly 
change when they stumble upon mysterious documents while visiting the 
childhood home of St. Catherine of Siena. It’s possible they have found a 
centuries-old letter written by Saint Catherine along with a ransom note 
addressed to the Pope. Of course, they must investigate! Their search for 
answers takes them on a fast trip across Europe to Avignon, France, and the 
famous Palace of the Popes. In the course of their investigation, the children 
learn about Saint Catherine and the history of the Church in the 1300s when 
the papacy was forced to flee from Rome to Avignon for safety.

Author, Dianne Ahern, grew up on a 
farm in Illinois, has traveled extensively 
for business and pleasure, and now 
resides in Ann Arbor, Michigan.  She 
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Biology 
and Medical Technology from Marian 
College (University), and a Master’s 
degree in Healthcare Administration 
from Indiana University.  After rewarding 
careers in laboratory medicine, hospital 
administration, and healthcare 
consulting, Dianne found a new love: 
researching and writing about the 
events that shape our lives. It was after 
her first Vatican visit in 1999, when 
Dianne looked into the eyes of Pope 
(Saint) John Paul II, held his hand, and 
kissed his ring, that she felt called to 
write books for Catholic children and 
their families.  Already a successful 
businesswoman, Dianne formed her 
own publishing company, Aunt Dee’s 
Attic, to support her new calling.$14.95 paperback, $24.95 hardcover gift edition



The “Guide to the Sacrament 
of Reconciliation” contains 
information on confessionals, 
the Commandments, 
examination of conscience, 
prayers, how to go to 
confession, and includes 
scriptural references.

The “Memories of My First Reconciliation 
Day” section allows the first-time penitent and 
his or her family to personalize the book and 
create a lasting memory of this special day.

Today Someone I Love 
Passed Away provides a 
Catholic understanding of 
death and salvation, the 
Sacrament of Anointing of the 
Sick, and the Last Viaticum. 
There is also a reference 
section that includes Biblical 
support of judgment and
purgatory, and also describes customs observed 
by other religions. At the end of the book, there is 
a special section for a child and / or other family 
members to create a lasting memorial for their 
loved one.

$19.95 hardcover gift edition

Six short essays explain the significance and traditions 
associated with Baptism. The essays are nice 
“refreshers” for Christians who might not have thought 
about Baptism for a while, and are helpful to explain 
Baptism to individuals who have not received formal 
religious education.

A children’s read-to-me story 
about a baby’s baptism day. 
The story is written from the 
perspective of the baby 
watching the goings-on of the 
day. The story helps children to 
understand the Sacrament of 
Baptism and is especially 
helpful to prepare siblings for 
the Baptism of their new 
brother or sister.

Today I Made My First 
Communion is a storybook, a 
reference book, and a memory 
book. The “Look in the Back of 
the Book” reference section 
contains a rendered drawing of 
‘Our Church’ and expands the 
understanding of prayers, the 
commandments, and the ‘Parts 
of the Mass’. The “Memories of
My First Communion Day” section allows the First 
Communicant and his or her family to personalize 
the book and create a lasting memory of this special 
day.



“Something magical happens when two people decide they want to 
spend the rest of their lives together. They stand on the threshold of 
being totally committed to one another for as long as they both shall 
live, regardless of health or wealth. It is the time to revel in the mystery 
of what lies ahead — soon a wedding and a honeymoon, then a home, 
children, mingling of families and friends, sharing joys, sharing sorrows, 
and most importantly, the two becoming one through marriage,” excerpt 
from Today We Became Engaged.

$22.95 hardcover gift edition

With charming pictures and simple words, Hunter 
Finds a Home tells the story of a homeless cat that 
wandered into the backyard and the lives of a family 
of dog-lovers. At first unwanted and unwelcome, the 
young cat is gradually embraced by the family and 
returns the favor by teaching some valuable lessons. 
A story for all ages.

eBook: $5.99  |  Hardcover: $17.95

Choosing Joy is the charming story of a rescued Golden 
Retriever named Joy. On a deeper level, the story extends a 
gentle invitation to readers, both young and grown-up, to 
“choose joy” in their daily living. Choosing Joy is a winsome 
reminder that ”joy” may be right in front of our eyes.

Paperback: $12.95  |  Hardcover:  $17.95
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